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Lynx Men’s Soccer Team Drops Second
Straight Game in 3-1 Loss to Massasoit CC

CONCORD, NH – The NHTI men’s soccer team dropped its second-straight on Saturday losing a
hard-fought battle with Massasoit CC by a 3-1 final. The Warriors got a quick score three minutes
into the game as Nick McMahon beat Steven Swiderski (Hooksett, NH) to propel the visitors into
the lead.
After a back-and-forth rest of the first half a defensive miscommunication led to a buzzer-beating
score for Massasoit CC as Rushawn Plummer got the putback past Shaun Goyette (Berlin, NH) after
a diving save. NHTI cut the deficit in half at the 56th minute after Iddrisu Abdallah (Ghana, Africa)
drew a foul inside the box to force a penalty kick. Abdallah powered it home for his third goal of the
year.
With just over five minutes remaining the Lynx had a corner kick head coach Bill Miller sent all
eleven players into the box. The ball slowly drizzled out and on a two on a sprinting back Goyette
the Warriors added the late insurance necessary for the win.
NHTI will next face off with Central Maine CC on September 28th in Concord, NH.

For the latest information on NHTI Athletics follow the Lynx via social media on Facebook
(NHTI Athletics), Instagram (NHTI Lynx Athletics), Twitter (NHTI Lynx Athletics) and YouTube
(NHTI Lynx Athletics).
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